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About This Game

Someone can think that one man can’t win a war. During the game you will see the opposite.
You have to confront hordes of enemy infantry and military equipment. Advance your cannon

to stand a siege. For fallen soldiers receive munificent reward which you can spend on
powerful weapons. Fight in any weather for your home. It's time to show them who is the

real hero of the war!

Key features:
* Arsenal of powerful weapons to fight enemies!

* The opportunity to upgrade your gun directly during the game!
* Change of locations will not let you get bored!

* Difficult bosses - try to kill them!
* Atmospheric music!
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This is the Toast Game that came before I am Bread.

Gameplay was inarguably fantastic, the graphics were nice and retro, though the music got pretty annoying and the resolution
was mobile resolution. All in all, buy if you want to play it 2-3 times and ignore it after, that's what I did.. Even though not as
strong story as some other adventure games, it was still a lot of fun. Both voice acting and graphics are spot on. I recommend it,
especially if you can get it on a sale.

Storywise, I don't really see the point of there being two playable characters. Seems like you mainly just play the same story. I
think instead of having two playable characters, it would have been better to spend more time developing a proper story for just
one of the characters. It seems like some of the back story for why the characters are there are missing. Something which could
have been forgiven, if the story was engaging. But the story doesn't really go anywhere. It makes you kind of think "Why am I
doing this?", which is never a good thing. The ending is kind of disappointing, and seems like a strange ending to the story.
Somehow it seems like someone just said "We're out of money. What's the cheapest and easiest way we can end the story now?"

Also the puzzle can be too easy for hardcore adventure games, but for me who just enjoy experiencing the story. I loved that
you don't get stuck on puzzles.. Got it in a random Steam key on♥♥♥♥♥ that says enough.. good game to pass some time with
the best bit being the kiil cam and slow mo head shots... This is most definetely the worst point and click game out there:) With
all do respect, I have never played anything more boring. Everytime you have a dialogue, you must drag and drop an icon onto
your interlocutor, which makes the discussion tiresome and cumbersome. The whole story is a hole story:) Don't buy it. Try it
for free if you get the chance. You'll see what I mean.. A mighty attempt at keeping the series fresh, suffering from a lack of pc
optimisation and testing. The 360 pad support is there, but everything else looks like it needs more work done with it. In a game
about puzzles fused with speedrunning you're thinking 4 player would be an amazing idea! But then you remember it's
incredibly easy to troll each other, which will happen 100 times more often than the military like precision needed to make full
use of co-op speedrunning. There's a vs mode I haven't tested, but I imagine it has a lot to do with the aformentioned trolling.

Only get this if you REALLY love the series, love the character, have local friends who are more likely to work together than
troll and\/or it's on sale. needs a bit of polish, but pretty fun
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This game is enjoyable in its current state.

It requires us to think (and not just click everywhere!) to solve the levels which is a good thing :)

Design in construction impacts the robot behaviour (for instance: depending on where the wheels are put, the direction of the
robot will be different).

For people who are not familiar with logic gates, don't worry there is a nice tutorial at the beginning which will help you to
understand how it works. ;)

It is really a game as you need to take care of your budget in carrier mode, as well as trying to improve trip time for the robot
(and total cost). Hope an improvement later will let us compare our data for each level with other players!

And according to developer, there will be in a futur a level editor which should give an infinite duration to this game.

. That game is some stupid fun. Buy it. Unless you don’t enjoy puns à la “Oh, di-no, you didn’t!” [which is one of the less cringe-
inducing ones ;o)], you won’t regret it.. I think this game is really quarky and cute, its fun to see if i had different weather what
the npcs would say. Its like a short story, where the narritive has to be told in a different way than long novels. while i dont think
its for everyone it is fun and, and i think people should check it out.. E.Wolf's Downloadable Content

I highly recommend this DLC. It greatly expands upon the apocalyptic role-playing with your own rusty raider buildings and
accessories for settlements. You can capture animals and use machines to tame them so they hang out at your settlements. You
can set up arenas for having creatures and settlers fight while the rest of the settlement watches from the stands. This DLC is a
lot of fun.. This game is a super fun RTS and I really enjoyed playing it for how long it lasted. I really just wish there were more
content for just what there was and also using some more of the game mechains it empelmented. Great Romance Visual Novel!
The Game Plays like a supernatural romance.The Protagonist who has a largely uneventful life one day meets a stranger that
hears his qualms and somehow makes a contract between our protagonist and a deceased spirit ghost.I love how this visual novel
conveys love and juxtaposition in light of showing and giving the protagonist lessons and experiences in a otherwise unexpected
situation.Recommend this game.. This is, and I admit it, a flawed route, however for only 17 miles it does provide some variety.
I bought this with the 59\/2 in the sale, and it has come out with a satisfying result.

Pros -
~Generally slow speeds make for an interesting experience
~Mostly entertaining scenarios
~Somewhat accurate train models (I have read a few complaining about how the 5 car 378s have no logo, however they are my
local train and i can confirm most of the logos have been removed)
~interesting scenes and gamplay

Cons -
~Route occasionally dumps
~Level crossing models are horribly inaccurate
~59 sounds are innacurate (no sound pack either :s)
~378 default sounds are innacurate and annoying (I have the electrostar sound pack from AP, if you hate default sounds i
recommend installing that)

Other notes -
~378 does not load (I did not have this problem, however others have. I believe I avoided it because I already had the 378 DLC
for the south london network

Overall I give this route a 6\/10, flawed at best but still worth a try
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